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FX OVERLAY OPTIMIZER
FX hedges above all require intensive and accurate data sourcing and processing.
With a background in both IT and overlay & asset management, we understand the
challenges in this specialist field. And cover the whole chain of activity.

Whether it is data collection
and validation, configurable
investment guidelines, look
through holdings, exposure and
transactions, execution processes,
activity logging or transparency
demands. Our Currency Overlay
Tooling can help you with all of
these tasks, by taking care of the
daily repetitive activities for you.
Delivering amazing clarity and
overview. Enabling you to focus
on the value added parts of
currency hedging.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT MATCHINGLINK.COM

MatchingLink, born in 2017, is a
visionary start-up founded by
industry insiders who want to
amaze asset managers with the
latest IT. MatchingLink has a simple
yet powerful formula: Excitement +

END TO END IN CONTROL

IT = Positive Impact. By successfully
combining technologies we create
all new scalable, fully digitized and
high performing organizations.
Focussing on the drivers of your
future success:
100% End to End in control
greater insight

the best customer experience
drastically lower costs
better performance

INSTANTLY AVAILABLE
The FX Overlay Optimizer is an end-to-end, Straight
Though Processing (STP) solution. Seamlessly
integrated into your IT infrastructure with smart API
connections. Solving data management issues,
aligned with your risk management framework.
Everything is captured, versioned and stored.
FX overlays can be managed within or outside your
organization, information can be electronically shared
with clients and discussed as performance happens,
not after the fact. Reports to clients, regulatory
obligations and other stakeholder reports are
instantly available.

THE BEST CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
With the FX Overlay Optimizer any type of overlay can
be easily configured. The translation of investment
guidelines into the configuration is intuitive. Multiple
strategies can be combined and AI tooling enables
risk management of FX positions. Finding the optimal
FX hedging solution at any moment in any market.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT MATCHINGLINK.COM

DRASTICALLY LOWER COSTS
Fx overlays have become a commodity. Today’s
fees are under relentless pressure. Scalable and
cost-effective offerings are needed to stay ahead
of the competition. The Fx Overlay Optimizer
maximizes automation and is optimizing the use
of valuable professionals in your organization.
Creating value for customers instead of wasting
time on spreadsheet transformations. Our platform
is offered as a scalable Saas solution with a flexible,
pay as you go pricing model keeping your cost
base low and variable.
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